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The integration of content and language in students' task answer

production in the bilingual classroom

The notion of content and language integration has recently become a key topic

of inquiry in research on Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) and

other kinds of bilingual educational programmes. Understanding what integration

is and how it happens is of fundamental importance not only for researchers

interested in gauging the possibilities and limitations of bilingual programmes,

but also for practitioners seeking optimal ways to support student development.

This study investigates integration as it takes place in the context of collaborative

writing in the classroom. Drawing on Conversation Analytic (CA) methodology,

text production is investigated as a social and sequentially-evolving phenomenon.

The analysis focuses ons interactional sequences through which secondary school

students produce and revise written task answer formulations. Sequential

analyses of selected interactions describe the interactional organisation of the

focal practice and show how, in their negotiation about what and how to write,

students integrate content and language in everyday school work. It is argued that

an investigation of what is at stake to students when they produce texts can shed

light on their practical orientations to content and language integration. Based on

such perspectives, integration appears a more complex phenomenon than the

interface of form and meaning.

Keywords: content and language integration; CLIL; conversation analysis (CA);

peer interaction; writing

Introduction

A central task for teachers, students and policymakers in different kinds of bilingual

programmes is to manage two types of interfaces: the content-language relationship and

the oral-written continuum (Esquinca 2011; Hornberger and Skilton-Sylvester 2000). In

these programmes, it is not enough that students learn target language, as the

programmes also have simultaneous learning objectives related to content knowledge in

subjects such as history, geography, and so on. This also means that in order to

efficiently support a balanced development of content and language skills, it is crucial



to conceptualise what exactly their relationship is, how they are (or are not) integrated

in different areas of educational planning and implementation, i.e., in the policies,

curricula and actual micro-level classroom practices of bilingual education. Content and

language integration is also a highly relevant concern in processes and practices of

classroom writing, as the theoretical notions of subject-specific or disciplinary literacies

attest.

In this paper, I investigate these two concerns – integration and writing – as they

play out in the social practices of collaborative task work between peers in a Content

and Language Integrated Classroom (CLIL). Despite a long awareness that writing is

not only an individual skill but also a process and practice, situated in a particular

context that plays an important role for text production, in educational contexts writing

is still relatively rarely studied as a phenomenon that happens in and through social

interaction. The present study addresses this gap by exploring from a conversation

analytic (CA) perspective how students interactionally produce, revise and negotiate

linguistic formulations for written task answers during group activities. Producing task

answer formulations is not only a recognisable literacy practice in the life of many

classrooms, but it is also an activity during which concerns about content and language

as well as their relationship become relevant for teachers and students. By focusing

analytical attention on what students orient to as ‘adequate’ or ‘correct’ when they

formulate answers and – perhaps even more importantly – revise such formulations, the

analyst can begin to trace how students integrate language and content in the praxis of

bilingual education. In other words, these practices of collaborative writing provide a

window into learner perspectives on content and language integration. This study will

show that, and how, students can attend to various local and contextual relevancies in



text production, thereby treating integration as a more complex phenomenon than the

mapping of linguistic form against meaning.

Content and Language Integration in Bilingual Education

While much of earlier research on bilingual educational programmes such as CLIL has

focused on language learning outcomes or processes, recent literature has begun to shift

the attention on content, and to problematize the notions of and relationship between

‘content’ and ‘language’ (Barwell 2005a; Gajo 2007; Llinares 2015; Nikula, Dafouz, et

al. 2016). Although content and language integration is clearly a fundamental concern

for programmes like CLIL – as its name already implies – it is considerably difficult to

pin down what integration is and to investigate how it happens. As Nikula, Dafouz, et

al. (2016, 2) point out, even the phrase content and language integration can

(inadvertently) suggest that language and content would be somehow separate entities.

Indeed, full separation represents a theoretical standpoint that would not likely receive

much support among educational linguists, many of whom would instead see the

relationship between linguistic form and academic knowledge as deeply interrelated,

much like in the functional tradition (see e.g. Schleppegrell 2004).

In the broader literature of content-based approaches to language teaching,

integration is often seen as an instructional matter that requires the teacher to direct

student attention on linguistic form, either proactively or reactively in response to

learner errors. This can, for instance, be done as part of ‘counterbalanced instruction’

whereby student attention is systematically oriented to ‘the direction opposite to that

which their classroom environment has accustomed them’ (Lyster 2007, 4), a ‘focus on

form’ (FonF) approach that involves brief attention to problematic language during

communicative activities, or a predetermined, structural ‘focus on forms’ (FonFS)

instruction (see Loewen 2011). While such approaches may give the impression that



content and language integration is a relatively straightforward matter of instructional

planning, it is useful to remember that even the notion of ‘linguistic form’ can cover a

broad range of phenomena: a recent definition by Nassaji and Fotos (2011, 13) includes

‘grammatical, phonological, lexical and pragmatic’ components of language. Moreover,

in the light of research on academic language (Achugar and Carpenter 2014;

Schleppegrell and O’Hallaron 2011) and subject-specific or disciplinary literacies

(Meyer et al. 2015; Nikula 2012; Shanahan and Shanahan 2008), content and language

integration extends beyond single language forms to also concern discourses that are

longer than written sentences or interactional turns.

All in all, recent research on content and language interface in bilingual

education has foregrounded its multidimensional nature. For example, Nikula, Dafouz,

et al. (2016) identify three distinct dimensions, or perspectives to integration: these are

curricular planning and pedagogies, participants’ perceptions and beliefs, and actual

classroom practices (see also Barwell 2005b). Broadly speaking, this paper addresses

the last of these sites of content and language integration by investigating integration as

it takes place during the production of L2 writing in peer interaction in the CLIL

classroom.

L2 Writing in and as Social Interaction during Task Activities

Writing represents a topic that has been and that continues to be explored within a wide

range of research traditions. Many such traditions have recently witnessed a shift from

analysing finished texts, ‘products’ and ‘outcomes’, towards broadening the focus on

both the individual processes and social practices through which texts are produced. In

prior classroom-based literature, students’ collaborative writing in L2 has been

prominently investigated through a sociocultural lens. Much of this literature (for an

overview, see Storch 2011) builds on the notions of ‘languaging’ and ‘language-related



episodes’ (LREs), i.e., situations in which learners use language to make meaning and

construct knowledge (Swain 2006, 98). Prominent among this research strand is the

work by Neomy Storch, whose early study (Storch 1997) investigated the resources

used by adult ESL learners engaged in editing talk. She found that they drew on their

intuition (e.g. by repeating phrases a few times to note how they sound), grammar

knowledge (e.g. by citing or alluding to some grammatical rule), clues from the

surrounding text, as well as general or personal knowledge about the topic area.

In contrast to the subsequent sociocultural work that has often taken a

quantitative or experimental approach to investigate how variables such as task type

relate to the frequency of LREs in learner talk (e.g. de la Colina and García Mayo 2007;

Kim 2009), the present study is more descriptive in its orientation and investigates

writing as a social, sequentially-evolving interactional phenomenon that takes place in

the context of a distinct literacy practice. Such a perspective connects this study to the

emerging studies in ethnomethodological (EM) and conversation analytic (CA)

literature that explore writing as a social, embodied and interactional activity (for

introduction, see Mondada and Svinhufvud 2016).

While the intersection of writing and talk in bilingual classrooms remains a

largely understudied area, prior CA studies have shown some typical interactional

practices through which writing gets produced in these contexts. For example, Lerner

(1995) has shown that the formulation of a stand-alone task answer (i.e. an answer that

can be written down) entails that students construct an utterance which is markedly

disengaged from its sequential and interactional environment. His study described how

bilingual third-grade students produced such written answers in response to reading

comprehension tasks by using a practice taught by their teacher. This practice, ‘echoing

the question in the answer’ (124), used the very formulation of the task as a resource for



the production of an answer. Thus, a reading comprehension question such as ‘What is

Grizzle grumbling about?’ could be made into the beginning of a stand-alone answer

‘Grizzle is grumbling about…’. Lerner (1995) showed how the conversational actions

of search initiation, production of a candidate completion to the answer beginning, and

the acceptance or rejection of the candidate completion are key elements in the

interactional organisation of the practice. However, even if the particular practice was

originally designed to help students to write, it was not entirely waterproof: one typical

trouble that students encountered, as described by Lerner (1995), was that they mis-

paired types of questions with answer beginnings, which eventually led them to answer

‘wrong’ questions.

The ways in which answers to group tasks are produced in and through peer talk

was also the focus of Szymanski’s (2003) study, which built on and extended the work

by Lerner (1995). Szymanski showed that the formulation of written answers in fact

consists of two interactional sub-activities, which are ‘question-answering’ and

‘answer-framing’. Question-answering is about coming up with a substantive answer to

the question ‘as one would do in ordinary conversation’, in addition to which students

still face the task of making their answer fit the ‘written grammatical frame’ of the task

(533). In addition, Szymanski (2003) described how answer-framing can be done via

three distinct methods of reiterating the interrogative words in the question (much like

Lerner [1995] suggested), by locating words in the question that could work as the

beginning of a possible answer, or by ‘sounding out’ strings of words until a suitable

answer is reached. Interestingly, the two activities described by Szymanski (2003) can

also be thought of in terms of content and language integration. It is not difficult to see

question-answering as having to do with establishing the content knowledge of a task



answer and answer-framing as ensuring that the formulation of that content represents a

linguistically and stylistically appropriate task response.

Peer interaction for the purposes of text production can also have a distinctly

bilingual organisation, as was shown by Cromdal’s (2005) study of collaborative text

production at a computer. In his data, Swedish-speaking students enrolled in an English-

medium secondary school displayed a systematic division of labour between L1 and L2.

The students used English to formulate text to be written down or to quote elements of

their text-in-progress, and Swedish for any other kind of negotiation that the process of

writing involved, e.g., for expressing agreement or disagreement as well as for directing

each other. Cromdal (2005) argued that such locally negotiated language alternation

supported the students’ writing process by allowing them to recognise which of their

actions were directly related to text production. Cromdal’s (2005) findings are also

highly pertinent to the current discussion on the use of L1 in bilingual education (see

e.g. Gierlinger, 2015; Jakonen 2016b; Méndez García & Pavón Vázquez, 2012) in that

they provide micro-interactional evidence of systematics of L1 use in support of

learning.

As students get older, the role of writing in the classroom becomes more

complex than is perhaps the case with written exercises that are completed with a few

‘simple’ words. One such context is found in university language classes, in which

writing may also be a way of planning for spoken language use. A study by Kunitz

(2015) investigated situations where students planned for a future classroom

presentation by producing scriptlines – objects that remind them what to say in the

eventual presentation – which they collaboratively shaped in interaction and wrote

down as scaffolding artefacts for the oral presentation. Kunitz’s (2015) study showed

that writing and formulating what to write are central aspects of these kinds of planning



tasks. It also shed light on the intricate interrelatedness of talk and text, as well as the

complexity of the oral-written continuum (Esquinca 2011), when students talk to

construct text that serves the purpose of supporting their L2 talk in the future.

All in all, prior CA studies of writing in diverse bilingual classrooms have

demonstrated that text production within pedagogical activities can be a highly social

and interactional process. In these situations, talk is deeply intertwined with available

texts, which have both material and semiotic dimensions, being artefacts that are

physically handled and otherwise oriented to (Jakonen 2015). While talk routinely

serves the purposes of coming up with things to write down and coordinating the

writing activity, writing itself can also be carried out to support talk. In both kinds of

activities, talk and texts-in-progress have a reflexive, local relevance to each other. This

relevance is also familiar for those analysing classroom activities in which texts are

handled, in the form of a difficulty in establishing what some stretch of talk is about if

one does not have access to same texts as the participants. Addressing the relationship

between talk and text can therefore also be seen as a fundamental prerequisite for

understanding functions of L2 talk in bilingual classrooms.

The present study addresses this understudied literacy interface where classroom

texts, talk and writing come together. It examines the practical work done by students as

they jointly formulate written task answers in CLIL peer interaction. In CLIL and other

bilingual classrooms, there is a pressure for such task answers to be not only

linguistically but also content-wise ‘correct’ and ‘adequate’, which means that the very

production of answer formulations is a literacy activity in which content and language

become integrated by students in ways that are meaningful to them. By looking at how

students observably display and orient to concerns of adequacy, correctness and

relevance while they formulate and revise task answers during collaborative writing, the



study seeks to complement prior literature on integration in bilingual education (Gajo

2007; Llinares 2015; Nikula, Dafouz, et al. 2016) with a learner perspective. Adopting a

CA approach to investigate writing as a sequentially-evolving and interactionally

constructed phenomenon, the analysis focuses on students’ local and situated

negotiation that immediately precedes the writing down of a task answer. For research

interested in the social foundations of writing, such situations offer a window into

bilingual students’ literacy practices, how they mediate between oracy and literacy, and

how they interactionally organise collaborative text production.

Data and Method

For the empirical analysis, this study draws on a corpus of 16 video-recorded CLIL

lessons on British history (each 55 minutes). These lessons were taught to native

Finnish students (aged 14-15 yrs.) at a lower secondary school between December 2010

and February 2011, as part of the school’s bilingual study programme. The programme

could be characterised as fairly small-scale CLIL instruction, involving a relatively

flexible teaching of some curricular content in English depending on the willingness

and competences of current staff members. At the time of data collection, the teacher

who participated in this study was the only one in the school who taught academic

content in English, and her two history lessons per week were the only CLIL lessons

which the recorded participants had. The teacher, an experienced content specialist, was

a native Finnish speaker who was fluent in English and had previously worked abroad.

While the official language policy of the classroom was to use English in all

communication, in actual practice this was limited to teacher-student interaction,

whereas the students used both Finnish and English for task work. Importantly,

however, all learning materials were in English, which was also the language in which

the students were expected to complete their written assignments.



The collected data include recordings of peer interaction as well as all textual

artefacts that participants handled and produced in interaction, i.e., course readings, task

sheets and students’ notebooks. Having all these data is crucial for the analytical

attempt to reconstruct the process of collaborative writing in peer groups: when these

different data are considered together, the analyst can get a sense of the local and

contextual aspects of the students’ work to formulate answers as one can see what they

are referring to in interaction.

The data extracts analysed in this paper come from a collection of interactions

(37 altogether) in which students collaboratively formulate and/or revise a task answer.

These interactions took place during various types of reading and writing tasks, both

when students were working in groups so that a group either shared a task sheet or each

student worked independently on their own sheet but they were allowed to cooperate in

order to complete the task. The analysis of selected cases draws on ethnomethodological

conversation analysis, CA, (Sidnell and Stivers 2012; ten Have 2007). The data has

been transcribed following the Jefferson (2004) notation conventions (see Appendix), so

that the transcripts integrate images of the writing tasks that the students were working

on in the situation. While the course readings were an integral part of students’ work to

formulate answers, being texts that students repeatedly refer to, they are not reproduced

in transcripts. Instead, the course readings are briefly referred to in the analysis when

they are relevant for understanding the situation shown in transcripts.1 Furthermore,

turns that contain Finnish language units have been translated into English, aiming at a

1 The course readings are not directly reproduced in the article because they contain copyrighted

material. However, they are available upon request from the author.



translation that attempts to preserve the turn’s (grammatical) structure as much as

possible. To protect students’ identities, all names in transcripts are pseudonyms.

Integration of Content and Language in Task Answer Production

The analysis focuses on CLIL students’ negotiation to formulate and revise written

answers during task work. Such negotiation quite routinely precedes (but can also

overlap with) the beginning to write down an answer during group tasks, in which

students typically share a task sheet. However, collaboration for and talk about answer

formulations is not limited to group work, as the present analysis will show. It is a

salient aspect of students’ coordination of independent task work in task designs where

they are to produce answers in their own notebooks or on individual task sheets. In

these situations, students have multiple ways to turn task-answering into a joint

interactional activity, for example, by requesting from each other what they have

already written down (see also Jakonen 2016a).

The extracts shown here describe diverse routes that students take to produce

written answers, each of which treats content and language and their relation slightly

differently. As a general observation on the present data, it should be noted that the

kinds of criteria that adequate task answers need to fulfil, as oriented to by students in

the focal sequences, are quite complex and go beyond ‘language’ in the sense of

grammatical and stylistic correctness. Students may also orient to the importance of

getting the ‘content’ right, so that the subject-specific knowledge that they describe in

the answer is in line with the available classroom materials. Beyond these concerns,

answers will also need to satisfy local and contextual requirements that deal with how

the current learning task is framed – such as when quiz questions designed by students

need to be to be ‘suitably difficult’ for the intended audience.



The analysis is organised in two sections. The first section describes how

proposals for task answers are immediately accepted and thereby treated as sufficient

for the purposes of the task by their peers. It serves to illustrate some recurrent features

of the interactional organisation of task-answering. After that the analysis will discuss

more elaborate cases where students revise a proposed formulation. For the analyst,

these provide information about content and language integration in that they show

what aspects of a formulation students treat as insufficient and how they go about

reviewing them.

Proposing and Accepting Answer Formulations

The first extract shows a straightforward instance of proposing and accepting an answer

formulation. In the extract, a group of three students is completing a task that involves

designing quiz questions based on a history text, to be later presented to the rest of the

class. The group has been given a sheet on which the teacher has pre-selected

interrogative words as question beginnings which the groups need to complete. These

particular students have already been working on the task for a while when Aulikki,

who is also responsible for writing down the group’s answers, proposes a continuation

to a question beginning with ‘what’.

Extract 1. Proposing an L2 formulation.

01 AUL tohon     whattii  (.) että (1.3)
for that  ‘what’   (.) that (1.3)

02 what were (0.7) unmarried girls (1.0)
03 who stayed at home (0.8) °called°
04 (0.8)
05 ni   mää laitan spinsters ((POINTS AT TEXT))

that I’ll put   spinsters
06 (2.1)
07 OUT joo

yeah
08 (4.0) ((AULIKKI BEGINS TO WRITE))
09 AUL (mmh)



Over the nine lines of this extract, the students formulate an answer to a task item and

begin to write it down in their task sheet. Looking at Aulikki’s turn at lines 1-3 in more

detail, it is possible to see some key elements of which the action of proposing an

answer consists. Firstly, at line 1, she announces a specific task item on the sheet

(question beginning with ‘what’) and indicates that she will propose a candidate

formulation. One consequence of multi-item task sheets is that when groups of students

are filling them in, they will have to coordinate which item they are referring to. While

these tasks may have a numerical order, it is not uncommon that students skip some

items or do them in a different order, for example by tackling ‘easy ones’ first.

Next, Aulikki produces the answer formulation itself (lines 2-3) and thereby

makes it available to her peers’ consideration. Notice also that as Aulikki, after a 0.8

silence, provides an answer to the quiz question that she has just formulated, she at the

same time points at the source text. This can be seen as a demonstration of the

correctness of the formulation, a warrant that makes visible the grounds for the answer

and proves that it is possible and even sensible within the boundaries set by the source

text. This information concerning ‘spinsters’ is in fact not ‘put’ down on the task sheet

at any point; instead, it constitutes the eventual answer to the group’s question, which

other students eventually have to know in the quiz.

Even if it might seem that Aulikki produces the particular formulation on her

own, the social nature of group work is oriented to by way of organising the answer

production as a distinct proposal sequence. This can be seen in how Aulikki begins to

write the formulation down (line 8) only after she has received a token of acceptance

from Outi (line 7). Thus, besides the interactional nature of writing, extract 1 also shows

how the relationship of content and language can be treated as ‘unproblematic’ as

students go about their task. Furthermore, they employ a clear division of bilingual



resources in the answer formulation so that they use their L1 except when uttering the

answer-to-be-written-down (lines 2-3) or when quoting items from the source text (line

5), similar to what Cromdal (2005) has described.

In addition to proposing a ‘final’ answer formulation, the substantive content

that makes up a task answer can also be made available to others in L1 (cf. the activity

of ‘question-answering’ in Szymanski 2003). A typical way of doing this entails that the

proposer identifies information in the source text and explains (in L1) how that

information is relevant for the answer, including how it could be used in the actual

answer formulation. In such cases, the use of L1 provides a signal that the formulation

itself needs more work. This is also the case in the next extract, in which Jere, Inka and

Sakari are interacting to complete individual tasks on the Stuart period. In the extract,

Jere asks Inka for an answer formulation for a task asking what the cure for smallpox

was during those days. As he instead receives an L1 explanation of the ‘content’ for a

possible answer, he uses it to formulate an answer in L2.

Extract 2. Establishing a formulation through L1 explanation of ‘content’.

01 JER °Inka°
02 (0.5)
03 mitä muuta  siihe    pitää    kirjottaa

what else  for that  one has  to write
04 (1.4)
05 INK >noku< tässä oli tää

well  there was this
06 what was the (.) Stuart (0.4) <cure> (0.3) for it (0.5)
07 °muttaku° ↑täällei ollu niinku semmosta

°but like° ↑here wasn’t  like   that kind
08 (2.0)
09 INK vaa- (.) (xx) (1.0)

but- (.) (xx) (1.0)
10 ne vaa kuoli   tosi moni °niistä mutta° (0.9)

they just died so many   °of them but° (0.9)
11 ei siihe ollu mitää hoitoo

there wasn’t  any   cure for it
12 (4.1)
13 JER pistä tuoho et-       (0.3) pistetää  siihe että

put to that one that- (0.3) let’s put there that
14 there was no (.) medicine (0.8) for it
15 (3.2) ((INKA AND SAKARI LOOK AT THEIR TASK SHEETS))
16 JER pistetää  siihe  vaan nii



let’s put there  just like that
17 INK (°okei°)

(°okey°)
18 (0.4)
19 SAK ei tässähä lukee ((POINTS AT COURSE TEXT))

no it says here
20 (0.4)
21 JER no=

well=
22 SAK =if you recover, (0.5)
23 eiku   nii  jos <paran[nut>

no but yeah if you recover
24 JER                       [mmh

Prior to the extract, the students have completed together the first part of the particular

question. Jere’s request for ‘what else’ they need to write (line 3) orients to this as of yet

incompleteness of their answer. The design of Jere’s request does not so much project

an invitation to collaboratively produce an answer formulation in the here-and-now as it

does request Inka to share her individual answer with him (see also Jakonen 2016a).

Inka’s response does not provide the invited straightforward formulation.

Instead, she accounts for its non-provision by reading aloud the part of the task that still

needs answering (lines 5-6) and by reporting a problem in finding information that

would answer such a question (line 7). As Jere (like other group members) refrains from

taking a turn during the two-second silence, Inka continues to explicate her

understanding of the source text. For these students, the problem that prevents an

answer from being formulated is that the text details no ‘cure’ against smallpox (line

11). Jere’s solution, which he presents after a few seconds of due consideration, is to

turn Inka’s problem into the answer by translating it almost directly to L2, a practice

that in fact bears similarities to ‘echoing the question in the answer’ described by Lerner

(1995). Notice also how Jere presents the answer formulation by first issuing a directive

to Inka at line 13, but quickly self-repairs it into a proposition that suggests an L2

formulation for the use of the whole group.

The relevant place for others to comment on Jere’s proposition would be at line

15. However, as no uptake is forthcoming (while both Inka and Sakari are examining



their texts) he re-does the act of proposing but without repeating the prior formulation.

On this occasion, Jere’s proposal to write vaan nii (‘just like that’) can be seen as an

appeal for others to settle for the simplest solution to the problem of finding no

information, done to pursue the acceptance of his proposal.

The proposal is eventually accepted by Inka at line 17, just before Sakari

‘notices’ (see also Kääntä 2014) a part of the source text that might after all be relevant

for the answer and that again puts the acceptance on hold. Once Sakari has Jere’s

attention, he begins to quote from the text (line 22). His continuing intonation projects

continuation beyond ‘recover’, but instead, he provides an L1 translation of the passage,

prefacing that with the particles eiku (‘no but’) and nii (‘yeah’). As a repair initiator,

eiku can mark the just-prior action as abandoned (see Laakso and Sorjonen 2010),

framing here the L1 translation as a sudden realisation that the identified piece of text in

fact deals with ‘recovering’ from smallpox and does not after all specify a cure against

it. In this way, Sakari’s L1 translation accomplishes the withdrawal of a competing

formulation, which line 19 has projected, and ratifies Jere’s proposal.

In summary, the extract shows how an L1 explanation of the ‘content’ of a text

works as a resource for the formulation of a task answer. To the students of the extract,

such ‘content’ for an answer and its L2 answer formulation are distinct objects, between

which they mediate as they make sense of the source text and work to come up with a

written answer. It takes a joint effort to transform an understanding of what the text tells

into a task answer, the validity of which can in turn be checked against the source text.

Interestingly, the words ‘cure’ (in the task instruction) and ‘medicine’ (in the students’

answer formulation) mean slightly different things, which may play a role in the

difficulty in ‘finding’ an answer in the source text. The text does actually provide

information of a ‘cure’, insofar as it describes how children were subjected to a kind of



rudimentary vaccination by being taken to visit sick people. However, this does not

perhaps amount to something quite as scientific as ‘medicine’, which is the word that

the students take as the starting point in formulating their answer.

Revising a Proposed Task Answer Formulation

As Extract 2 already suggested, proposed formulations may sometimes need to be

revised before (or even after) they are written down. This section investigates some

reasons and interactional practices for such revision work. Next extract shows how

students can modify the language of a proposed formulation in order to make their

answer stylistically more appropriate for the specific task genre. The extract features

Outi, Aulikki and Liisa completing the same set of quiz questions as in Extract 1, with

Aulikki again writing down the group’s answers.

Extract 3. Revising the style of a formulation.
	
01 OUT Aulikki
02 (0.7)
03 OUT (kato) toho why?

(look) for that ‘why’?
04 (0.3)
05 niinku tääl lukee   että, (.)

like   here it says that, (.)
06 it wasn’t (.) usually considered worth the money to- (.)
07 .hh send a girl to school. ((READING ALOUD))
08 (0.4)
09 ni jos (sen) laittaa että, (.)

so if  one puts (it) that, (.)
10 why didn’t they (.) send (0.5) the girls to school
11 AUL joo

yeah
12 (0.7)
13 LII joo

yeah
14 (1.3)
15 AUL mää  laita että why girls weren’t sent to school

I’ll put   that
16 (0.7)
17 OUT ↑häh

↑huh
18 (0.5)
19 AUL why girls weren’t sent to s[chool
20 OUT                            [joo 	

yeah

A noticeable feature of this extract is Outi’s extensive framing of her answer



formulation over lines 1-9. Similarly to what happened in Extract 1, she first indicates

which task item she is targeting (question beginning with ‘why’). She then makes the

source text relevant for the specific task item by directing the others’ attention on (line

5) and then reading aloud a part of the source text (lines 6-7). On the basis of the just-

read text, she then announces (line 9) and provides (line 10) a candidate formulation.

Through these actions, Outi makes both a task answer and the reasoning leading to such

an answer available to her peers, subjecting it to their approval.

While Outi’s proposal is accepted by the other group members (lines 11 and 13),

it is edited before Aulikki notes it down. Notice that Aulikki does not begin to write the

proposal down immediately as Outi has formulated it, but she instead provides an

account that makes a counter-proposal, a suggestion for a slightly different formulation.

This modification changes the voice of the written question from active to passive, and

can be seen to give it a more neutral and academic feel. And while Aulikki’s action at

line 15 is not grammatically designed as a proposal subject to negotiation, it is indeed

treated as such, which becomes evident in how Outi provides an acceptance token at

line 20, following a round of repair.

Task answer formulations are not only modified for concerns of correctness or

style. The next extract, which shows another group working on a different set of quiz

questions, illustrates how task-specific concerns for what is a locally suitable

formulation can go beyond linguistic correctness or style to include considerations of

what kind of formulation is appropriately difficult for other students. In the extract,

Riku and Konsta revise a question which their group member, who is now absent, has

written down in the previous lesson. This involves changing the word ‘pursuit’ in a

question that deals with Henry VIII.



Extract 4. Revising the difficulty of a formulation.

01 RIK err we should- (0.4)
02 .hh (1.0) err  (1.0) a <little> change this
03 (0.4) .hh cos maybe n- (0.5) not many knows that ↓<word>
04 (0.9)
05 KON <ye::ah>
06 RIK what were, (0.4) .hh Henry's favourite (.) hobbies
07 (2.0)
08 KON m- maybe=
09 RIK =it's the same, (.) [I think
10 KON                     [yeah
11 (7.5)
12 KON I don't think anyone knows that, [(.) word=
13 RIK                                  [(---)
14 KON =in that (.) °sentence°

Riku indicates a need to modify the group’s formulation through a multi-unit turn over

lines 1-3. He achieves what is a fairly delicate task of revising somebody other’s work

(even if the person who has written the original answer is not present) by pointing out

that the required modification is a minor one (line 2) and by stating a reason for why the

current formulation is problematic (line 3). The reason, which is presented through the

softening effect of the word ‘maybe’, deals with the perceived difficultness of the word

‘pursuit’ for the audience: in other words, there is a need to use the kind of language in

the formulation that their peers, who will be presented with the quiz question, can be

expected to understand it.

After Konsta has aligned with the need for revision (line 5), Riku proposes an

alternative formulation at line 6. Konsta’s response, which he provides after 2.0 seconds

of consideration, is not an unqualified acceptance. Riku also orients to this by

persuading Konsta a bit more: he adds at line 9 a claim that what he has proposed is ‘the

same’, a further endorsement for the interchangeability of the words ‘pursuit’ and

‘hobbies’. Konsta agrees with this and, after a while, reiterates Riku’s prior assessment

of the difficulty of ‘pursuit’. Notice that this second assessment by Konsta (line 12)

upgrades the one by Riku at line 3 (‘not many knows’ -> ‘I don’t think anyone knows’).



Task answer formulations may also need revision when a particular formulation

does not describe the focal content well enough according to the participants. This is the

case in the last example, which shows two students, Paavali and Jouni, revising a quiz

question that deals with football in the Tudor days. As they revise Jouni’s answer

proposal a number of times, they not only address problems of ambiguity in the answer

formulation, but also work on their understanding of the source text by discussing how

their answer ought to be formulated so that it would adequately reflect that

understanding. The complete revision work is shown in Extracts 5 and 6, which take

place some minutes apart. In Extract 5, the problem addressed by the students is a

wording of the answer that may leave room for misinterpretation.

Extract 5. Addressing ambiguity in an answer formulation (Football, part I).

01 JOU ootappa toho  (0.6) wheerii vois kirjottaa  että, (.)
wait for that (0.6) ’where’ one could write that, (.)

02 where did you have to (0.8) get the (.) ball in football
03 (1.6)
04 JOU °ootappa°

°wait°
05 (0.5)
06 PAA no mistä        (0.3) >siis häh<

well where from (0.3) >like huh<
07 JOU (-) (1.0) where did you have to get the ball (0.4)
08 in football to win=
09 PAA =ja [vastaus ois         [niinku,

=and the answer would be like,
10 JOU     [ja                  [öö

     and                  err
11 (0.6)
12 JOU ba:::ll back to their village in- (.) is the winner
13 (0.5)
14 the team that gets the ball back to their village is the

winner
15 PAA no   se o vähä  vaikee    ymmärtää      ku sitä voi niinku-

well it’s a bit difficult to understand cos one can like-
16 (.) eka ajatella että- (0.4)

(.) first think  that- (0.4)
17 mistä      sun pitää      hakee se pallo siihe pelii

where from do you have to fetch the ball for the game
18 (2.9)
19 PAA oota siis, (0.4)

wait so, (0.4)
20 JOU [(mmm)
21 PAA [sanoppas nyt se  kysymys  uuestaa

say       now the question again
22 (0.6)
23 JOU where do you have to (0.5) get the ball (0.6)
24 err in football to win



25 (0.7)
26 JOU °vaikka°      sillee

°for example° like that
27 PAA mmm no joo

mmm well yeah
28 JOU (xxx)

At lines 1-2, Jouni identifies the task item and announces a candidate formulation for a

quiz question, ‘Where did you have to get the ball in football?’. The formulation does

not receive an immediate acceptance, and Jouni’s request for putting the situation on

hold (line 4), which he provides after a lengthy silence, already projects that the

formulation needs further modification. Notice that as Paavali initiates repair at line 6,

he first asks for a warrant for the formulation’s correctness – i.e., what would be the

answer to Jouni’s formulation for a quiz question. He then utters what could be termed

as an ‘open’ class repair (Drew 1997), siis häh (‘like huh’). As he does this, he displays

that he treats the question that Jouni has formulated as a question of where from, not

where to.

As Jouni reformulates the question at lines 7-8, he addresses this ambiguity by

adding ‘to win’ at the end of the candidate question. This unit aims to make it clear that

the question deals with where the ball needs to be moved to while in play, not where it

ought to be retrieved from prior to a game. Latching his turn immediately after the

revised formulation, Paavali continues to pursue an answer to the quiz question at line

10, yet again treating its display as a demonstration that the question has been

formulated correctly. Jouni’s response is to read aloud a passage of the source text that

deals with early football rules (lines 12 and 14).

Having been provided a part of the course readings to justify the formulation,

Paavali reiterates the critique that the question is ambiguous over lines 15-17. By

claiming that the question can be ‘difficult to understand’ because one can ‘first think’ it

differently from what Jouni in fact means, he indicates a need for further revision of the



formulation. However, as Jouni makes no attempt to reformulate during the lengthy

silence at line 18, Paavali prompts him to repeat his formulation once more (lines 19,

21). The repeated formulation receives no immediate acceptance, and it is only when

Jouni adds a comment that treats his own formulation as one that is at best sufficient

(line 26) that Paavali accepts it in a manner which is considerably less than enthusiastic

(line 27).

Extract 6 shows how the two students continue to revise their provisional

formulation after having worked on other task items for some time, with Jouni

proposing yet another alternative formulation. In the ensuing interaction, the two

students end up working on their understanding of the content described in the source

text.

Extract 6. Checking the source text against a formulation (Football part II).

01 JOU (oota) toho     (.) wheerii ni
(wait) for that (.) ’where’ that

02 where did you have to get the ball to ↑score (0.3) in
football

03 PAA ↑joo  (.)  se o   parempi
↑yeah (.)  that’s better

04 (2.8) ((JOUNI TAKES TASK SHEET AND IS BEGINNING TO WRITE))
05 PAA tai eiku   oota (2.4)

or  no but wait (2.4)
06 e::rr (0.5) where did you have to get the,
07 (0.5) ball to win the game
08 (1.6)
09 koska sehän niinku eikse      niinku (.)

cos   it    like   doesn’t it like (.)
10 sitte se peli  lopu ku   toinen    niinku saa

then  the game end  when the other like   gets
11 (2.0)
12 JOU °(oota)°

°(wait)°
13 (0.7)
14 PAA hhh.
15 (7.0) ((JOUNI INVESTIGATES COURSE TEXT))
16 JOU siinä kyllä lukee vaa  että scoring

it    does  say   only that ‘scoring’
17 (1.1)
18 PAA [nii-

 yeah-
19 JOU [pistetää   score=

 let’s put ‘score’=
20 PAA =eiku   hetkone       (.) ootappa

=no but just a moment (.) wait



21 (4.5) ((PAAVALI INVESTIGATES COURSE TEXT))
22 PAA ei mutta (.) scoring,

no but   (.) ‘scoring’,
23 the team that gets the ball back to their (0.4)
24 village is the winner
25 (0.6)
26 JOU where did you?
27 (0.9)
28 PAA have to get the ball to (.) win the (0.4) game
29 (0.6)
30 football (.) fin- (.) ↑win a (.) football match

Over lines 1-2, Jouni announces the task item and presents a new formulation for a quiz

question. The revised version not only has a more specified target, the emphatically

stressed ‘to score’ (line 2), compared to his previous attempt (left unmentioned at line 2

of Extract 5). This suggestion gets an immediate, appreciating response from Paavali at

line 3, which Jouni treats as strong enough agreement that the formulation can now be

written down on the group’s task sheet. However, as he is preparing for writing, Paavali

once again puts the situation on hold (line 5) and proposes a competing formulation

(lines 6-7). This version shifts the question’s target to winning a match, not merely

scoring in the course of a match. As Jouni does not take a stance on the formulation

during the silence at line 8, Paavali explicates his understanding of the source text (lines

9-10): the game ends when a goal is scored. Notice that Paavali’s turn includes a subtle,

yet important, shift in the claim to knowing what the text says as he repairs his turn

syntax from declarative (koska sehän niinku, ‘cos it like’) to interrogative (eikse niinku,

‘doesn’t it like’). This shift subjects Paavali’s text interpretation, not only the answer

formulation, to Jouni’s acceptance.

As Jouni examines the text during the 7.0 second silence, he counters Paavali’s

proposal by claiming that it does not talk about ‘winning’, only ‘scoring’ (line 16),

which he further suggests that they note down (line 19). It takes another request from

Paavali to delay writing and the read-aloud of the part of the source text that mentions

‘winning’ at lines 22-24 (incidentally, one that Jouni himself read aloud in Extract 5) to



get his proposal on the students’ task sheet. Note that Jouni’s response turn at line 26 is

not treated as a request for showing the relevant text. Instead, it is the beginning of a

formulation, which requests Paavali to dictate the rest so that it can be written down.

Paavali displays this by continuing the formulation (line 28) syntactically where Jouni

has left off, eventually correcting the formulation once more at line 30. This

modification involves changing the word ‘game’ into a more specific ‘football match’.

In summary, extracts 5 and 6 show how students’ work for formulating a task

answer closely relates to other task activities, such as checking the source text and

addressing issues of text comprehension. Even if written classroom tasks like these may

appear as relatively mundane exercises, which are done by merely searching through a

text to locate parts in it that are relevant for an answer, extracts 5 and 6 show that they

can provide to students an interactional space for ‘taking on’ and problematizing

content. For the two students in these extracts, the concerns are a) that their final

formulation is unambiguous as for the content it targets, and b) that they do get the

content ‘right’, in the sense of what the source text ‘says’. These orientations motivate

their interaction and, in turn, show the interrelatedness and the reflexive nature of

language and content in their work to come up with a written formulation. When

particular wordings for the task answer carry specific content-related meanings,

changing one will change the other.

Concluding Discussion

This study set out to investigate how content and language become integrated as

students in a CLIL classroom interactionally negotiate to formulate written task

answers. Adding to the previous work by Lerner (1995) and Szymanski (2003) in

particular, the present sequential analysis of selected peer interactions has shown some

central activities in the production of answer formulations. These include announcing a



candidate formulation, providing evidence that it is ‘correctly’ or ‘sensibly’ formulated

in the light of local criteria set by the task, and negotiating agreement on the proposed

formulation, possible through revising it. While these recurrent activities organise the

interactional practice of task answer writing, the paper has also demonstrated that within

their boundaries, student groups can problematize different aspects of a proposed

formulation. As a result, the ‘routes’ that they take to come up with a written answer

can be quite diverse, and in each of them, the integration of content and language plays

out slightly differently. For analysts of L2 writing, this work of integration only

becomes visible when students’ local and interactional work for formulating and

revising texts is examined, in other words, when writing is investigated as a (social)

process.

In many ways, the analysed peer interactions show how writing takes place at

the interface of texts and talk. Task answers get done in and through practices where

coming up with an answer formulation is inextricably linked with literacy activities

around other texts, such as skimming through course readings to find information for an

answer, quoting materials from them for the purposes of answer formulation, and so on.

In this context, students routinely treat their course readings as a source text, a material

and semiotic resource that can validate (content-related) correctness by either

warranting or disproving an answer formulation. This is the case both when students

read aloud, point at or quote passages of the readings in an unprompted manner, either

before they announce a candidate answer formulation (extracts 2 and 3) or directly

related to it (extract 1). Similar relevance of the source text is in play when a student

proposing an answer formulation does not demonstrate the relation of the formulation to

the source text, and the other party pursues such a proof (extract 5). In both types of

situations, what matters to students is what the source text says, often to verbatim



accuracy. Task answers and the source text thus have a reflexive relationship with each

other so that what students ‘find’ in the source text has direct relevance on what they

end up writing as a task answer, and the constructed formulation can in turn be checked

for correctness against these ‘findings’. Occasionally, the problem is a lack of

‘findings’, as in extract 2.

Besides the source text, formulations show sensitivity to task instructions. With

the exception of the reading comprehension task in extract 2, in extracts analysed in this

study students collaboratively complete quiz questions based on readings, which they

will later present to other students in the class. Such an instruction can give rise to

relatively particular local concerns that students need to attend to when writing to

complete the task. Firstly, students are then required to formulate what are in

grammatical terms questions, as opposed to ‘answers’, which written tasks involving

separate readings typically target. Secondly, they may need to take care that they design

their formulations to suit a particular audience, the other students (extract 4). Both

requirements foreground the local contingencies that specific task instructions set for

students’ language use in the classroom.

In the light of analysed sequences, collaborative writing in the CLIL classroom

is a distinctly bilingual phenomenon, one in which students use their L1 heavily for

finding and making sense of ‘content’ in the source text as well as for negotiating and

revising formulations. Besides the act of inscribing words on paper, L2 comes into play

in the production of the actual formulation, at least in the present data, which shows

students with fairly limited exposure to CLIL teaching (but see extract 4 that involves

the use of L2 for all sub-activities). While this kind of a language alternation pattern

may seem not to take full advantage of the opportunities for meaning-focused

communication in the L2 that CLIL teaching aims to create, it also is quite typical



student behaviour in bilingual educational contexts (see also Cromdal 2005; Bonacina

and Gafaranga 2011). In that the alternation also marks a separation between the

activities of establishing the ‘content’ and the linguistic formulation for a written

answer (cf. 'question-answering' and ’question framing’, Szymanski 2003), it also

provides micro-analytical empirical evidence of the systematics behind the use of L1

and L2 resources in support of learning (see e.g. Cromdal 2005; Gierlinger 2015;

Jakonen 2016b; Méndez García and Pavón Vázquez 2012).

The separation of content and language production in different activities also

provides for the possibility that students may well ‘know’ the answer in their L1, in the

sense that they can explain it, but cannot formulate it in L2 without the help of a peer or

a teacher (extract 2 being a case in point). This is an observation that has implications

for assessment in CLIL contexts, not only for researchers but also for practitioners.

What is in fact being evaluated when students’ proficiency and attainment in CLIL

programmes is assessed (i.e., content, language or their integrated ‘result’) and what

should the assessment target are questions that closely depend on understanding what

language, content and their integration mean.

To conclude about the integration of content and language, students’ negotiation

for constructing task answer formulations is not merely work through which content

gets neatly packaged into language. Rather, the interactional construction of

formulations involves shifts back and forth between those two fundamental aspects of

CLIL teaching, as well as an orientation to other local and contextual relevancies set by

task work. Thus, students can revise answer formulations not only to get the grammar

‘right’, but also, as already mentioned, if they do not correctly reflect the content in the

source text or otherwise fit the task. All in all, this study has demonstrated that content

and language integration is visible in the minute details of interactional task work and in



students’ language use in bilingual settings. Further interactional studies are needed in

order to specify the subtleties of integration as well as their relation to local

contingencies and material resources of education. Doing this can offer substantial

payoffs in the form of increased understanding of how content and language integration

plays out in the everyday praxis of bilingual classrooms.
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